
Increased Carded Play. Increased Time-On-Device.  
Increased Visitation Rates. That’s What We Call Super.

TM

One of the Industry’s Most Powerful Floor-Wide Bonusing Systems 



  

SuperSeries™ is just that –

SUPER
SuperSeries™ is a system delivered, randomly triggered, floor-wide bonusing product based 
on a number-pick, lotto-style game. Patrons try and match their lucky numbers against the 
SuperSeries™ numbers drawn during each game. 

Whenever a random SuperSeries™ game is triggered, actively playing, carded players have the 
chance to win by matching one or more of their five individually selected numbers to the 
SuperSeries™ numbers. 

SuperSeries™ has a library of six uniquely themed games each with an associated progressive 
that is delivered - via SYNKROS® - to any slot machine, regardless of manufacturer, with no 
additional in-machine hardware required. SuperSeries™ games are delivered via the True-
Time Display ™ (system player tracking LCD screen) or True-Time Window™ (picture in picture) 
enabled video slot machine. 

Operators can configure consolation prizes for patrons who match 1, 2, 3, or 4 numbers. If a player 
has a full 5 number match, they win the progressive prize. Players can change their five individually 
selected numbers as many times as they wish prior to and between SuperSeries™ Bonusing games.



1.  SuperSeries™ games are configured within the SuperSeries™ 
configuration screen based on a number of factors, such 
as: progressive contribution rate, jackpot amount, and 
consolation prize amounts, game scheduling, award  
types (free play, bonus points, or bonus comp points),  
and tier multipliers.

2.  Players are automatically assigned five random lucky 
numbers and can change their numbers as often as they 
wish, anytime before or after SuperSeries™ games. 

3.  When a game is triggered, five randomly selected numbers 
are displayed on the True-Time Display or True-Time Window. 

4.  If patrons match 1, 2, 3 or 4 of their lucky numbers to any of 
the 5 game numbers, they are awarded consolation prizes  
of varying values, based on how many numbers are matched. 

5.  If a player matches all five game numbers, they win the 
progressive. 

HOW IT WORKS

Expanding library of games
Our growing library of games offers casino operators the ability to choose the right game theme for their target audience, 
making the game more attractive to players.

A captivating course of spiraling 
slides, obstacles, and chain reactions 
that send marbles to a final winning 
reaction.

An air race where aerobatic aircraft 
compete for the shortest time. The 
top 5 planes’ tail numbers determine 
the winning numbers.

A train sets off on a journey through 
the country-side to deliver payloads 
of winnings to happy passengers.

A bingo-style game where numbered 
balls drop from a cage to reveal 
winning numbers.

A track race where stockcars 
compete to be the first across the 
finish line. The top five car numbers 
determine the winning numbers.

An adventure game that follows 
a treasure hunter as he traverses 
through a dangerous, ancient tomb. 
Each trap that he avoids, which gets 
him closer to the treasure, reveals 
another winning number.



CONFIGURATION

• Configure SuperSeries™ games to specific zones, banks, or even individual machines. 

• Choose between six exciting game themes and how often they will be triggered. 

• Specify awards for players who match 1, 2, 3, or 4 of their lucky numbers to any of the 5 game numbers drawn.

• Awards can be issued as free play, bonus points, or bonus comp points, with definable tier multipliers for each.

• Games can run all day, or specific times and days. Contribution can be suspending during off-days and off-hours.

• Individual SuperSeries™ games can be played on all EGMs, or in specific banks or areas of the casino. Only 
selected devices will contribute to the game’s top award.

• Allow your top card tiers the ability to earn more points or free play by adding multipliers to each card level.

SuperSeries™ game configuration screen



Get your promotion up and running even easier now 
with the new Game Setup Wizard. Configure games, 
step-by-step, with guided and easy to understand 
fields and options. 

Personalize your SuperSeries™ signs with a custom background to match the theme of your casino or promotion.

SuperSeries™ GAME SETUP WIZARD

SIGN SETUP

Display games to specific signs throughout your casino floor. 
Games and progressive amounts can be restricted to individual 
areas, or the entire casino.



Casino marketers are able to offer system delivered, floor-wide bonusing to any slot machine on their gaming floor 

•  Regardless of the make, model or age of the slot machine on a casino floor, system delivered floor-wide Bonusing games can 
deliver added value and excitement across the casino floor.

•  Schedule SuperSeries™ events based on Day, Time, Zone, Bank and even individual slot machine(s).

•  Choose to suspend progressive contribution during off-days and off-hours.

Only carded players are eligible to play

•  Encourages uncarded players to join your rewards program for a chance to win.

•  Tier multipliers can be applied to the consolation awards for each card level.

Configure 1 to 4 independent games

•  The new SuperSeries™ Setup Wizard will guide operators through a step-by-step setup process for a quick and easy way  
to get your SuperSeries™ promotion started. 

•  Games can be configured to run more frequently with smaller progressives and smaller consolation prizes for more frequent events. 
Larger progressives and larger consolation prizes can be configured for added excitement and larger wins. 

•  Run a single game per day to create a series of on-going themes. 

•   Run different games in individual zones and banks to drive play to certain games, or specific locations closer to special events  
or venues. 

•   The SuperSeries™ Estimate Report shows the operator a summary of the SuperSeries™ game configuration, as well as a breakdown 
of estimated games, players, awards, winners, and promotion costs. Estimates are based on the odds of receiving specific number 
matches relative to the previous seven days of casino statistics. 

Players pick their own lucky numbers

•  Picking their own lucky numbers makes players feel like they are participating in a more personalized experience. 

•   Patrons can choose new numbers at any time directly at the True-Time Display™ or True-Time Window™. 

Custom branding, graphics, and player messaging

•   SuperSeries™ is completely brandable*. Inserting corporate or property logos into each game, allowing you to promote the floor-
wide progressive as a unique experience that is only available at your location.

•  Custom game themes can be created specifically for your property or corporate identity**. 

•   SuperSeries™ informational content displayed on casino signage can be customized by the operator by uploading property  
themed graphics. 

Configure awards for 1, 2, 3, 4 number matches

•  Awards can be issued as: 

 –  Promotional free play  

 –  Bonus points NEW 

 –  Bonus comp points NEW

•   Players stay entertained, and are more likely to continue participating, knowing that they can win consolation prizes based on the 
number of matches they achieve. 

Synk Box media player shows game videos and progressive meters

•   Display SuperSeries™ content on large-format video screens with game audio playing throughout the floor creating excitement and 
encourages carded players to participate more frequently, and drives uncarded players to sign up for a card. 

•   Personalize your SuperSeries™ signs with a custom background to match the theme of your casino or promotion. 

*  Additional charges apply for custom branding.
** Additional charges apply for custom game creation.
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